Australian 16ft Skiff Association Meeting
Tuesday, July 11, 2017, via skype

Meeting Commenced:

7.30pm

In Attendance:

Rob Wasson, Patrick Hanlon, James Bury, Lloyd Mulholland,

Apologies:

Mark Graham, Clint Bowen, Michael McMahon, Jenny Tutt

Minutes taken by:

Rob Wasson

AGENDA ITEM

DISCUSSION POINTS

1. Previous
Minutes
2. Action
Points

accepted LM, second PH.
Class Flag - JB informed the meeting that the Manly club
board has chosen to keep using the u flag as its class flag
and the new RSS 30.3 U flag SA ruling has been deleted
from there sailing instructions, same for St George.
RW to check with Hugh Leister for the Middle Harbour
nationals.
Result on discussion on square top jibs it was decided the
current class rules relating to the measuring of jibs was
clear, an email was sent to the Illawarra measurer to remeasure jibs if required.
Discussion around north sails introducing 3DI sail into the
class it seems Michael Coxon has read a previous email as
the ASSA as an approval for 3DI sails into the class RW
reiterated this was not the case and had clarified this with
Scott Beeby from north sails.
RW reported the loans for the Gen3 2016 boats from the
Belmont and Manly clubs has now been repaid in full.
RW reported proposed changes to ASSA constitution was

ACTION

RW

progressing.

3. Inward
Correspond
ence

The email received from Brad Andrew about concerns from
sailors wanting to purchase a new gen 3 boat that they had
to use Truflo sails. JB confirmed Truflo sails were part of
the package for those requesting a subsidy from manly, he
also indicated BA may have over stepped the mark and
was being pulled back by the manly board for operating
outside of the meetings.
Email from Scott Beeby requesting clarification on the
use/ introduction of 3DI sails to the class.
Recommendation from the specification committee on the
use of 3DI sails.
Request from Kye Hawgood QSSA. for a representative
from the ASSA to attend in person or by skype there 17
July meeting to explain what the ASSA is doing with the
boat
Registration fees the ASSA is requesting from the QSSA
Email to the specification committee requesting a ruling on
3DI sails.

Outward
Correspond
ence

Email to Michael Coxon clarifying the ASSA has not
approved the use of 3DI sails and there is a class protocol
that needs to be followed.
Email to Scott Beeby copy of the specification committee
committee’s recommendations and giving North sails the
right of reply before circulating to the clubs to vote on.
Email to Kye Hawgood confirming attendance was not
possible that a reply would be sent asap PH attended
meeting and addressed their questions.

4. Treasurers
Report

accepted RW, seconded PH
Bank Balance
new boats sales - $84,915.50
cash reserve - $47,415.75.
inventory sales - $20,004.75.
ASSA business - 8,765.22.
13ft skiff sales - 35,003.84.

5. Stock to be
held
6. 13ft Skiffs
7. Payment
and
Ordering
Policy
8. General

All agreed more detailed reports are needed.
3 x #1 and 3 x #2 masts 4 x booms and poles this may
change
RW reported Mark Thorpe has completed the first 13 and
the second of the 5 ordered is 90% finished.
The presented updated payment and ordering policy was
tabled and excepted by LM and seconded by PH.

Discussion on bang starting up a new face book page JB

JT

Business

already has a site up and running with 800 plus followers
JB suggested working with the current site and ask bang if
they would recommend any changes
JB is working on doing a time laps video on the rigging of a
skiff at the TruFlo sail loft.
The committee had a general discussion on the progress
around the last bang presentation.
JB reported there was a 14-page article in the Down Under
Sailing magazine on the 16s.
RW thanked everyone for their attendance.
The next meeting will be the July 8.

Meeting Closed 8.25pm

